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PREFACE
I take leave to dedicate this book to Mr. Elmer Davis, through
whose friendly offices I was led to track down the hero of these
adventures and to find the true account of them even better than the
daily paper promised.
Had Ranjoor Singh and his men been Muhammadans their accomplishment would have been sufficiently wonderful. For Sikhs to
attempt what they carried through, even under such splendid leadership as Ranjoor Singh's, was to defy the very nth degree of odds.
To have tried to tell the tale otherwise than in Hira Singh's own
words would have been to varnish gold. Amid the echoes of the
roar of the guns in Flanders, the world is inclined to overlook India's share in it all and the stout proud loyalty of Indian hearts. May
this tribute to the gallant Indian gentlemen who came to fight our
battles serve to remind its readers that they who give their best, and
they who take, are one.
T. M.

One hundred Indian troops of the
British Army have arrived at Kabul,
Afghanistan, after a four months'
march from Constantinople. The men
were captured in Flanders by the
Germans and were sent to Turkey in the
hope that, being Mohammedans, they
might join the Turks. But they
remained loyal to Great Britain and
finally escaped, heading for Afghanistan.
They now intend to join their
regimental depot in India, so it
is reported.
New York Times, July, 1915
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Hira Singh

CHAPTER I
Let a man, an arrow, and an answer each go straight. Each is his
own witness. God is judge.—EASTERN PROVERB.
A Sikh who must have stood about six feet without his turban—
and only imagination knows how stately he was with it—loomed
out of the violet mist of an Indian morning and scrutinized me with
calm brown eyes. His khaki uniform, like two of the medal ribbons
on his breast, was new, but nothing else about him suggested rawness. Attitude, grayness, dignity, the unstudied strength of his politeness, all sang aloud of battles won. Battles with himself they may
have been—but they were won.
I began remembering ice-polished rocks that the glaciers once
dropped along Maine valleys, when his quiet voice summoned me
back to India and the convalescent camp beyond whose outer gate I
stood. Two flags on lances formed the gate and the boundary line
was mostly imaginary; but one did not trespass, because at about
the point where vision no longer pierced the mist there stood a sentry, and the grounding of a butt on gravel and now and then a
cough announced others beyond him again.
"I have permission," I said, "to find a certain Risaldar-major
Ranjoor Singh, and to ask him questions."
He smiled. His eyes, betraying nothing but politeness, read the
very depths of mine.
"Has the sahib credentials?" he asked. So I showed him the permit
covered with signatures that was the one scrap of writing left in my
possession after several searchings.
"Thank you," he said gravely. "There were others who had no
permits. Will you walk with me through the camp?"
That was new annoyance, for with such a search as I had in mind
what interest could there be in a camp for convalescent Sikhs? Tents
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pitched at intervals—a hospital marquee—a row of trees under
which some of the wounded might sit and dream the day throughthese were all things one could imagine without journeying to India. But there was nothing to do but accept, and I walked beside
him, wishing I could stride with half his grace.
"There are no well men here," he told me. "Even the heavy work
about the camp is done by convalescents."
"Then why are you here?" I asked, not trying to conceal admiration for his strength and stature.
"I, too, am not yet quite recovered."
"From what?" I asked, impudent because I felt desperate. But I
drew no fire.
"I do not know the English name for my complaint," he said. (But
he spoke English better than I, he having mastered it, whereas I was
only born to its careless use.)
"How long do you expect to remain on the sick list?" I asked, because a woman once told me that the way to make a man talk is to
seem to be interested in himself.
"Who knows?" said he.
He showed me about the camp, and we came to a stand at last
under the branches of an enormous mango tree. Early though it
was, a Sikh non-commissioned officer was already sitting propped
against the trunk with his bandaged feet stretched out in front of
him—a peculiar attitude for a Sikh.
"That one knows English," my guide said, nodding. And making
me a most profound salaam, he added: "Why not talk with him? I
have duties. I must go."
The officer turned away, and I paid him the courtesy due from
one man to another. It shall always be a satisfying memory that I
raised my hat to him and that he saluted me.
"What is that officer's name?" I asked, and the man on the ground
seemed astonished that I did not know.
"Risaldar-major Ranjoor Singh bahadur!" he said.
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For a second I was possessed by the notion of running after him,
until I recalled that he had known my purpose from the first and
that therefore his purpose must have been deliberate. Obviously, I
would better pursue the opportunity that in his own way He had
given me.
"What is your name?" I asked the man on the ground.
"Hira Singh," he answered, and at that I sat down beside him. For
I had also heard of Hira Singh.
He made quite a fuss at first because, he said, the dusty earth beneath a tree was no place for a sahib. But suddenly he jumped to the
conclusion I must be American, and ceased at once to be troubled
about my dignity. On the other hand, he grew perceptibly less distant. Not more friendly, perhaps, but less guarded.
"You have talked with Sikhs in California?" he asked, and I nodded.
"Then you have heard lies, sahib. I know the burden of their song.
A bad Sikh and a bad Englishman alike resemble rock torn loose.
The greater the height from which they fall, the deeper they dive
into the mud. Which is the true Sikh, he who marched with us or he
who abuses us? Yet I am told that in America men believe what
hired Sikhs write for the German papers.
"No man hired me, sahib, although one or two have tried. When I
came of age I sought acceptance in the army, and was chosen
among many. When my feet are healed I shall return to duty. I am a
true Sikh. If the sahib cares to listen, I will tell him truth that has not
been written in the papers."
So, having diagnosed my nationality and need, he proceeded to
tell me patiently things that many English are in the dark about,
both because of the censorship and because of the prevailing superstition that the English resent being told—he stabbing and sweeping
at the dust with a broken twig and making little heaps and dents by
way of illustration,—I sitting silent, brushing away the flies.
Day after day I sought him soon after dawn when they were rolling up the tent-flaps. I shared the curry and chapatties that a trooper brought to him at noon, and I fetched water for him to drink from
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time to time. It was dusk each day before I left him, so that, what
with his patience and my diligence, I have been able to set down the
story as he told it, nearly in his own words.
But of Risaldar-major Ranjoor Singh bahadur in the flesh, I have
not had another glimpse. I went in search of him the very first evening, only to learn that he had "passed his medical" that afternoon
and had returned at once to active service.
We Sikhs have a proverb, sahib, that the ruler and the ruled are
one. That has many sides to it of which one is this: India having
many moods and minds, the British are versatile. Not altogether
wise, for who is? When, for instance, did India make an end of wooing foolishness? Since the British rule India, they may wear her
flowers, but they drink her dregs. They may bear her honors, but
her blame as well. As the head is to the body, the ruler and the ruled
are one.
Yet, as I understand it, when this great war came there was disappointment in some quarters and surprise in others because we,
who were known not to be contented, did not rise at once in rebellion. To that the answer is faith finds faith. It is the great gift of the
British that they set faith in the hearts of other men.
There were dark hours, sahib, before it was made known that
there was war. The censorship shut down on us, and there were a
thousand rumors for every one known fact. There had come a sudden swarm of Sikhs from abroad, and of other men—all hirelings—
who talked much about Germany and a change of masters. There
were dark sayings, and arrests by night. Men with whom we talked
at dusk had disappeared at dawn. Ranjoor Singh, not yet bahadur
but risaldar-major, commanding Squadron D of my regiment, Outram's Own, became very busy in the bazaars; and many a night I
followed him, not always with his knowledge. I intended to protect
him, but I also wished to know what the doings were.
There was a woman. Did the sahib ever hear of a plot that had not
a woman in it? He went to the woman's house. In hiding, I heard
her sneer at him. I heard her mock him. I would have doubted him
forever if I had heard her praise him, but she did not, and I knew
him to be a true man.
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Ours is more like the French than the British system; there is more
intercourse between officer and non-commissioned officer and man.
But Ranjoor Singh is a silent man, and we of his squadron, though
we respected him, knew little of what was in his mind. When there
began to be talk about his knowing German, and about his secrecy,
and about his nights spent at HER place, who could answer? We all
knew he knew German.
There were printed pamphlets from God-knows-where, and letters from America, that made pretense at explanations; and there
were spies who whispered. My voice, saying I had listened and seen
and that I trusted, was as a quail's note when the monsoon bursts.
None heard. So that in the end I held my tongue. I even began to
doubt.
Then a trooper of ours was murdered in the bazaar, and Ranjoor
Singh's servant disappeared. Within an hour Ranjoor Singh was
gone, too.
Then came news of war. Then our officers came among us to ask
whether we are willing or not to take a hand in this great quarrel.
Perhaps in that hour if they had not asked us we might have judged
that we and they were not one after all.
But they did ask, and let a man, an arrow, and an answer each go
straight, say we. Our Guru tells us Sikhs should fight ever on the
side of the oppressed; the weaker the oppressed, the more the reason for our taking part with them. Our officers made no secret
about the strength of the enemy, and we made none with them of
our feeling in the matter. They were proud men that day. Colonel
Kirby was a very proud man. We were prouder than he, except
when we thought of Ranjoor Singh.
Then, as it were out of the night itself, there came a message by
word of mouth from Ranjoor Singh saying he will be with us before
the blood shall run. We were overjoyed at that, and talked about it
far into the night; yet when dawn had come doubt again had hold
of us, and I think I was the only Sikh in the regiment ready to swear
to his integrity. Once, at least a squadron of us had loved him to the
death because we thought him an example of Sikh honor. Now only
I and our British officers believed in him.
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We are light cavalry. We were first of all the Indian regiments to
ride out of Delhi and entrain at a station down the line. That was an
honor, and the other squadrons rode gaily, but D Squadron hung its
head. I heard men muttering in the ranks and some I rebuked to
silence, but my rebukes lightened no man's heart. In place of
Ranjoor Singh rode Captain Fellowes, promoted from another
squadron, and noticing our lack of spirit, he did his best to inspire
us with fine words and manly bearing; but we felt ashamed that our
own Sikh major was not leading us, and did not respond to encouragement.
Yet when we rode out of Delhi Gate it was as if a miracle took
place. A stiffening passed along the squadron. A trooper caught
sight of Ranjoor Singh standing beside some bullock carts, and
passed the word. I, too, saw him. He was with a Muhammadan
bunnia, and was dressed to resemble one himself.
The trooper who was first to see him—a sharp-eyed man—he
died at Ypres—Singh means lion, sahib—now recognized the man
who stood with him. "That bunnia," said he, "is surely none other
than the European who gave us the newspaper clippings about
Sikhs not allowed to land in Canada. See—he is disguised like a
fool. Are the police asleep," said he, "that such thieves dare sun
themselves?"
It was true enough, sahib. The man in disguise was German, and
we remembered again that Ranjoor Singh knew German. From that
moment we rode like new men—I, too, although I because I trusted
Ranjoor Singh now more than ever; they, because they trusted no
longer at all, and he can shoulder what seem certainties whom
doubt unmans. No word, but a thought that a man could feel
passed all down the line, that whatever our officer might descend to
being, the rank and file would prove themselves faithful to the salt.
Thenceforward there was nothing in our bearing to cause our officers anxiety.
You might wonder, sahib, why none broke ranks to expose both
men on the spot. I did not because I trusted Ranjoor Singh. I reasoned he would never have dared be seen by us if he truly were a
traitor. It seemed to me I knew how his heart must burn to be riding
with us. They did not because they would not willingly have borne
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the shame. I tell no secret when I say there has been treason in the
Punjab; the whole world knows that. Yet few understand that the
cloak under which it all made headway was the pride of us true
ones, who would not own to treason in our midst. Pride and the
shadow of shame are one, sahib, but who believes it until the shame
bears fruit?
Before the last squadron had ridden by, Captain Warrington, our
adjutant, also caught sight of Ranjoor Singh. He spurred after Colonel Kirby, and Colonel Kirby came galloping back; but before he
could reach Delhi Gate Ranjoor Singh had disappeared and D
Squadron was glad to the last man.
"Let us hope he may die like a rat in a hole and bring no more
shame on us!" said Gooja Singh, and many assented.
"He said he will be with us before the blood shall run!" said I.
"Then we know whose blood shall run first!" said the trooper
nearest me, and those who heard him laughed. So I held my tongue.
There is no need of argument while a man yet lives to prove himself. I had charge of the party that burned that trooper's body. He
was one of the first to fall after we reached France.
Colonel Kirby, looking none too pleased, came trotting back to us,
and we rode on. And we entrained. Later on we boarded a great
ship in Bombay harbor and put to sea, most of us thinking by that
time of families and children, and some no doubt of money-lenders
who might foreclose on property in our absence, none yet suspecting that the government will take steps to prevent that. It is not only
the British officer, sahib, who borrows money at high interest lest
his shabbiness shame the regiment.
We were at sea almost before the horses were stalled properly,
and presently there were officers and men and horses all sick together in the belly of the ship, with chests and bales and barrels
broken loose among us. The this-and-that-way motion of the ship
caused horses to fall down, and men were too sick to help them up
again. I myself lay amid dung like a dead man—yet vomiting as no
dead man ever did—and saw British officers as sick as I laboring
like troopers. There are more reasons than one why we Sikhs respect our British officers.
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The coverings of the ship were shut tight, lest the waves descend
among us. The stench became worse than any I had ever known,
although I learned to know a worse one later; but I will speak of
that at the proper time. It seemed to us like a poor beginning and
that thought put little heart in us.
But the sickness began to lessen after certain days, and as the
movements grew easier the horses were able to stand. Then we
became hungry, who had thought we would never wish to eat
again, and double rations were served out to compensate for days
when we had eaten nothing. Then a few men sought the air, and
others—I among them—went out of curiosity to see why the first
did not return. So, first by dozens and then by hundreds, we went
and stood full of wonder, holding to the bulwark for the sake of
steadiness.
It may be, sahib, that if I had the tongue of a woman and of a
priest and of an advocate—three tongues in one—I might then tell
the half of what there was to wonder at on that long journey. Surely
not otherwise. Being a soldier, well trained in all subjects becoming
to a horseman but slow of speech, I can not tell the hundredth part.
We—who had thought ourselves alone in all the sea—were but
one ship among a number. The ships proceeded after this manner—
see, I draw a pattern—with foam boiling about each. Ahead of us
were many ships bearing British troops—cavalry, infantry and
guns. To our right and left and behind us were Sikh, Gurkha,
Dogra, Pathan, Punjabi, Rajput—many, many men, on many ships.
Two and thirty ships I counted at one time, and there was the
smoke of others over the sky-line!
Above the bulwark of each ship, all the way along it, thus, was a
line of khaki. Ahead of us that was helmets. To our right and left
and behind us it was turbans. The men of each ship wondered at all
the others. And most of all, I think, we wondered at the great gray
war-ships plunging in the distance; for none knew whence they had
come; we saw none in Bombay when we started. It was not a sight
for the tongue to explain, sahib, but for a man to carry in his heart.
A sight never to be forgotten. I heard no more talk about a poor
beginning.
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We came to Aden, and stopped to take on coal and water. There
was no sign of excitement there, yet no good news. It was put in
Orders of the Day that the Allies are doing as well as can be expected pending arrival of re-enforcements; and that is not the way
winners speak. Later, when we had left Aden behind, our officers
came down among us and confessed that all did not go well. We
said brave things to encourage them, for it is not good that one's
officers should doubt. If a rider doubts his horse, what faith shall
the horse have in his rider? And so it is with a regiment and its officers.
After some days we reached a narrow sea—the Red Sea, men call
it, although God knows why—a place full of heat and sand-storms,
shut in on either hand by barren hills. There was no green thing
anywhere. There we passed islands where men ran down to the
beach to shout and wave helmets—unshaven Englishmen, who trim
the lights. It must have been their first intimation of any war. How
else can they have known of it? We roared back to them, all of the
men on all of the ships together, until the Red Sea was the home of
thunder, and our ships' whistles screamed them official greeting
through the din. I spent many hours wondering what those men's
thoughts might be.
Never was such a sight, sahib! Behind our ships was darkness, for
the wind was from the north and the funnels belched forth smoke
that trailed and spread. I watched it with fascination until one day
Gooja Singh came and watched beside me near the stern. His rank
was the same as mine, although I was more than a year his senior.
There was never too much love between us. Step by step I earned
promotion first, and he was jealous. But on the face of thing's we
were friends. Said he to me after a long time of gazing at the smoke,
"I think there is a curtain drawn. We shall never return by that
road!"
I laughed at him. "Look ahead!" said I. "Let us leave our rear to
the sweepers and the crows!"
Nevertheless, what he had said remained in my mind, as the way
of dark sayings is. Yet why should the word of a fool have the
weight of truth? There are things none can explain. He proved right
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in the end, but gained nothing. Behold me; and where is Gooja
Singh? I made no prophecy, and he did. Can the sahib explain?
Day after day we kept overtaking other ships, most of them hurrying the same way as ourselves. Not all were British, but the crews
all cheered us, and we answered, the air above our heads alive with
waving arms and our trumpets going as if we rode to the king of
England's wedding. If their hearts burned as ours did, the crews of
those ships were given something worth remembering.
We passed one British ship quite close, whose captain was an elderly man with a gray beard. He so waved his helmet that it slipped
from his grasp and went spinning into the sea. When we lost him in
our smoke his crew of Chinese were lowering a boat to recover the
helmet. We heard the ships behind us roaring to him. Strange that I
should wonder to this day whether those Chinese recovered the
helmet! It looked like a good new one. I have wondered about it on
the eve of action, and in the trenches, and in the snow on outpost
duty. I wonder about it now. Can the sahib tell me why an old
man's helmet should be a memory, when so much that was matter
of life and death has gone from mind? I see that old man and his
helmet now, yet I forget the feel of Flanders mud.
We reached Suez, and anchored there. At Suez lay many ships in
front of us, and a great gray battle-ship saluted us with guns, we all
standing to attention while our ensigns dipped. I thought it strange
that the battle-ship should salute us first, until I recalled how when
I was a little fellow I once saw a viceroy salute my grandfather. My
grandfather was one of those Sikhs who marched to help the British
on the Ridge at Delhi when the British cause seemed lost. The British have long memories for such things.
Later there came an officer from the battle-ship and there was hot
argument on our upper bridge. The captain of our ship grew very
angry, but the officer from the battle-ship remained polite, and
presently he took away with him certain of our stokers. The captain
of our ship shouted after him that there were only weaklings and
devil's leavings left, but later we discovered that was not true.
We fretted at delay at Suez. Ships may only enter the canal one by
one, and while we waited some Arabs found their way on board
from a small boat, pretending to sell fruit and trinkets. They assured
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us that the French and British were already badly beaten, and that
Belgium had ceased to be. To test them, we asked where Belgium
was, and they did not know; but they swore it had ceased to be.
They advised us to mutiny and refuse to go on to our destruction.
They ought to have been arrested, but we were enraged and
drove them from the ship with blows. We upset their little boat by
hauling at the rope with which they had made it fast, and they were
forced to swim for shore. One of them was taken by a shark, which
we considered an excellent omen, and the others were captured as
they swam and taken ashore in custody.
I think others must have visited the other ships with similar tales
to tell, because after that, sahib, there was something such as I think
the world never saw before that day. In that great fleet of ships we
were men of many creeds and tongues—Sikh, Muhammadan, Dorga, Gurkha (the Dogra and Gurkha be both Hindu, though of different kinds), Jat, Punjabi, Rajput, Guzerati, Pathan, Mahratta—who
can recall how many! No one language could have sufficed to explain one thought to all of us—no, nor yet ten languages! No word
passed that my ear caught. Yet, ship after ship became aware of
closer unity.
All on our knees on all the ships together we prayed thereafter
thrice a day, our British officers standing bareheaded beneath the
upper awnings, the chin-strap marks showing very plainly on their
cheeks as the way of the British is when they feel emotion. We
prayed, sahib, lest the war be over before we could come and do our
share. I think there was no fear in all that fleet except the fear lest
we come too late. A man might say with truth that we prayed to
more gods than one, but our prayer was one. And we received one
answer.
One morning our ship got up anchor unexpectedly and began to
enter the canal ahead of all the ships bearing Indian troops. The
men on the other ships bayed to us like packs of wolves, in part to
give encouragement but principally jealous. We began to expect to
see France now at any minute—I, who can draw a map of the world
and set the chief cities in the proper place, being as foolish as the
rest. There lay work as well as distance between us and France.
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We began to pass men laboring to make the canal banks ready
against attack, but mostly they had no news to give us. Yet at one
place, where we tied to the bank because of delay ahead, a man
shouted from a sand-dune that the kaiser of Germany has turned
Muhammadan and now summons all Islam to destroy the French
and British. Doubtless he mistook us for Muhammadans, being
neither the first nor the last to make that mistake.
So we answered him we were on our way to Berlin to teach the
kaiser his new creed. One man threw a lump of coal at him and he
disappeared, but presently we heard him shouting to the men on
the ship behind. They truly were Muhammadans, but they jeered at
him as loud as we.
After that our officers set us to leading horses up and down the
deck in relays, partly, no doubt, to keep us from talking with other
men on shore, but also for the horses' sake. I remember how flies
came on board and troubled the horses very much. At sea we had
forgotten there were such things as flies, and they left us again
when we left the canal.
At Port Said, which looks like a mean place, we stopped again for
coal. Naked Egyptians—big black men, as tall as I and as straight—
carried it up an inclined plank from a float and cast it by basketfuls
through openings in the ship's side. We made up a purse of money
for them, both officers and men contributing, and I was told there
was a coaling record broken.
After that we steamed at great speed along another sea, one ship
at a time, just as we left the canal, our ship leading all those that
bore Indian troops. And now there were other war-ships—little
ones, each of many funnels—low in the water, yet high at the
nose—most swift, that guarded us on every hand, coming and going as the sharks do when they search the seas for food.
A wonder of a sight, sahib! Blue water—blue water—bluest ever I
saw, who have seen lake water in the Hills! And all the ships belching black smoke, and throwing up pure white foam—and the last
ship so far behind that only masts and smoke were visible above the
sky-line—but more, we knew, behind that again, and yet more coming! I watched for hours at a stretch without weariness, and thought
again of Ranjoor Singh. Surely, thought I, his three campaigns enti19

tled him to this. Surely he was a better man than I. Yet here was I,
and no man knew where he was. But when I spoke of Ranjoor Singh
men spat, so I said nothing.
After a time I begged leave to descend an iron ladder to the bowels of the ship, and I sat on the lowest rung watching the British
firemen at the furnaces. They cursed me in the name of God, their
teeth and the whites of their eyes gleaming, but their skin black as
night with coal dust. The sweat ran down in rivers between ridges
of grime on the skin of their naked bellies. When a bell rang and the
fire doors opened they glowed like pictures I have seen of devils.
They were shadows when the doors clanged shut again. Considering them, I judged that they and we were one.
I climbed on deck again and spoke to a risaldar. He spoke to
Colonel Kirby. Watching from below, I saw Colonel Kirby nod—
thus, like a bird that takes an insect; and he went and spoke to the
captain of the ship. Presently there was consultation, and a call for
volunteers. The whole regiment responded. None, however, gave
me credit for the thought. I think that risaldar accepted praise for it,
but I have had no opportunity to ask him. He died in Flanders.
We went down and carried coal as ants that build a hill, piling it
on the iron floor faster than the stokers could use it, toiling nearly
naked like them lest we spoil our uniforms. We grew grimy, but the
ship shook, and the water boiled behind us. None of the other ships
was able to overtake us, although we doubted not they all tried.
There grew great good will between us and the stokers. We were
clumsy from inexperience, and they full of laughter at us, but each
judged the spirit with which the other labored. Once, where I stood
directing near the bunker door, two men fell on me and covered me
with coal. The stokers laughed and I was angry. I had hot words
ready on my tongue, but a risaldar prevented me.
"This is their trade, not ours," said he. "Look to it lest any laugh at
us when the time for our own trade comes!" I judged that well spoken, and remembered it.
There came at last a morning when the sun shone through jeweled mist—a morning with scent in it that set the horses in the hold
to snorting—a dawn that smiled, as if the whole universe in truth
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